Adessium is an endowed foundation in the Netherlands, established in 2005 by commodities trader Gerard van Vliet and his family. Today, it spends approximately €18 million annually on programmes including marine conservation and efforts to promote open and democratic societies.

It is one of the ‘dark horses’ of European philanthropy, avoiding attention and declining all requests to be interviewed. Gerard’s interview with Alliance magazine is his first for any publication.

Together with his son, Rogier van Vliet, and managing director, Rogier van der Weerd, he talked to Alliance editor, Charles Keidan, about how Adessium came into being and, a decade on, where this remarkable philanthropic journey has taken them.

Gerard van Vliet (GvV) is founder, Rogier van Vliet (RvV) is chair, and Rogier van der Weerd (RvdW) is managing director of the Adessium Foundation.

I understand your business success was in asset management but what was the business?

GvV: My background started in cash commodity trading, in the grain and oil seeds sector. In 1987 I initiated a Commodity Trading Advisor company (CTA) which developed into quite a successful business. In 2002 I sold this company.

And that was the basis for the foundation?

GvV: When we decided as a family to sell, we realized that we would have a lot of extra money to manage and why would we want to do that when we already had more than enough? So it was a philosophical decision, and we thought ‘why don’t we use it – not for ourselves but to try to convert it into something positive for the community and the world in which we live’.

RvV: It was your idea, it was your very strong belief at the time that it would be good to make sure that the money is being used for common good and basically we all agreed as a family that it was a great idea.

GvV: What we didn’t realize was how daring a decision it was, because actually, though you have a general idea, you start from scratch and you start without focus.

What was that general idea?

GvV: In the early stages, our ideas diverged. Rogier instinctively went for protecting nature. I am interested in that, too, but I also had an inclination towards social issues. I thought: we are living here in Holland, let’s look around the corner at what we can do here as well. So in the end, we became involved in a combination of social and environmental issues, working towards a ‘balanced society’.

Did running a very successful business together influence your thinking about how your philanthropic work would develop?

RvV: Keep your options open! is a typical trader way of thinking and that’s what we did in the early stages while we were trying to figure out what the foundation was going to become. It was difficult and good at the same time. You need a focus to give you direction, but on the other hand keeping our options open gave us the tools to look outside the box and try to understand what the landscape looks like. There are similarities between asset...
I’m very proud that we’ve managed to get to a point where – although we are still relatively young – we are now an established and relevant player, making optimal responsible use of the independence and degrees of freedom you have as a foundation.

And how did you decide those questions?

GvV: For me, the basic question is: what is philanthropy about? My answer is improving the quality of life, which is hard to be mathematically grounded. So helping two people with dogs might be as valuable as helping 200 kids in Africa. In the end, it’s a matter of personal choice and what topics relate to you strongly as a philanthropist. That said, appreciation of the social impact of our grantmaking has become an important part of our approach.

RvV: Especially if you have a public profile, it makes sense. We didn’t have a public profile and we didn’t want one, although maybe we are creating one through the years because of what Adessium has achieved. Are you now willing to be more public, at least with Alliance’s readership of philanthropy practitioners, because you’re now more confident about your philanthropy?

GvV: In 2007, we hired professional staff, including Pieter Stemmerling as the first managing director – that was a defining moment. At one meeting, Pieter said: ‘We need a strategic framework’. It wasn’t my favourite phrase at the time, but he was right. He helped us through the process of developing that framework. It initially had four programme directions, which we have recently reduced to three, which have been fairly consistent since the framework developed.

How did the programmatic areas develop?

GvV: You have philosophical questions apart from practical questions. For example, in the very early days, we supported a project to train two assistance dogs to help blind people. In the end, we spent €60,000, and, for the same amount, we could have supported 200 kids in Africa. It’s an allocation question. What do you want to optimize? Is it the number of people you support, is it the longevity, is it the impact of what you’re doing over a longer period of time?

The three broad areas you arrived at are people and nature, public interest, which includes the investigative journalism work, and social initiatives. How did you arrive at those three?

RvV: It’s crafting, crafting, crafting and of course a lot of discussions between us, the professional team and the outside world of experts and practitioners. We changed names many times, but the fascinating thing is while doing it, you figure out there are some common threads. They may not be strongly articulated at first, but they are there and become clearer as our thinking and practice matures.

And they come from your values? And your interpretation of those values in the form of the programmes you’ve developed?

RvV: Yes. That’s basically how we got to this point today.

RvdW: I joined in 2009 when a more structured approach was starting to get defined. The values behind Adessium and the objectives we pursue – to safeguard a just society, this notion of public integrity, to support marginalized groups in our society – those things were already there in the early days. But also the approach to philanthropy, and the decision to be an engaged funder, interested in social change and in strengthening the philanthropic sector, were developed very early on.

Ten years on, what are you most proud of?

RvV: I’m most proud of us doing it together, as a family, with governing bodies and of course as a professional team. I think we’ve found a way to accept each other’s values and find common interests between us.

Has having professional staff helped or hindered in terms of giving you the ability to translate discussions into concrete plans?

RvV: It’s been instrumental. I think it was a way to create a middle man between father and son. It also allowed us to develop a professional point of view as a foundation, not only an emotional point of view.

Rogier (van der Weerd), you’ve been with the foundation since 2009 and, for the last year, you’ve been managing director. You receive guidance from the family, but you’re tasked with translating that into philanthropic action. How have you found that process?

RvdW: I think the fact that it has been an evolution, and that there has been a deep and well informed internal debate about the direction we are taking, have been very valuable. I’m very proud that we’ve managed to get to a point where – although we are still relatively young – we are now an established and relevant player, making optimal responsible use of the independence and degrees of freedom you have as a foundation.
Two areas where you are relevant right now is ocean nature and the environment, which is suffering degradation, and your work on public interest journalism. How did your interest in those areas come about?

RvdW: That goes straight to the core of the public interest programme. We don’t take political positions and push groups to advocate them. The key concept of the programme is to enable a fair, well-informed two-sided debate. But you cannot push the message across that the intention behind it is to strengthen due democratic process, without pushing particular private or personal interests.

Do you think that media scrutiny should also be applied to philanthropy because philanthropists are increasingly important players in public life?

RvdW: What we are trying to achieve basically is greater public good. I think it is fine if that is challenged now and then, because if you become too big or institutionalized, there is always the possibility of misuse of power.

RvdW: That goes straight to the core of the public interest programme. We don’t take political positions and push groups to advocate them. The key concept of the programme is to enable a fair, well-informed two-sided debate. But you cannot push the message across that the intention behind it is to strengthen due democratic process, without pushing particular private or personal interests.

Do you feel you are making progress?

RvdW: That goes straight to the core of the public interest programme. We don’t take political positions and push groups to advocate them. The key concept of the programme is to enable a fair, well-informed two-sided debate. But you cannot push the message across that the intention behind it is to strengthen due democratic process, without pushing particular private or personal interests.

RvdW: We always take the humble view that although it’s a lot of money, the yearly budget is still small considering what you would really need to make big changes. But I think the right thing to do is to try to understand the root cause of the issue and how we can change it. You can clean up a beach for example, which is very visible, but maybe, say, waste management in some countries is really badly organized, or harmful use of plastics is not addressed by good policy – these are really the root causes of waste ending up in oceans.

So would you try then to influence governments and policies?

RvdW: Yes, exactly, you need to get the right drivers for change. Sometimes it is governments, sometimes it is people and behaviour. You try to find the right organizations in the right position to press for change.

RvdW: To me, what’s very important is the willingness to be curious and to be open to looking for systemic solutions. Often, these are high-risk, high-impact initiatives. We have seen some tremendous successes over the past ten years, but we certainly have also supported initiatives that have failed. I think you have to accept that you can’t have a 100 per cent success rate. If you do, you may not be pushing hard enough for meaningful change.

Take the example of ocean conservation. It became clear to us when we were researching ocean governance that the way international waters are governed is highly problematic, but it’s also extremely difficult to improve given the complexity of international conventions and the fragmented attention for oceans in the UN system. An impulse was needed to create momentum for change. In collaboration with others – the Pew Charitable Trusts, Oak Foundation and others – we founded a Global Ocean Commission, as an independent body that could directly address the issue and suggest priority steps to be taken to improve the situation. Years later, we can look back and say that this effort contributed to the fact that there now is a Sustainable Development Goal on the Ocean (SDG 14). And there are negotiations presently going on at the UN to make it possible to protect certain critical areas beyond national jurisdiction. I agree we need to be humble, and we need to acknowledge the strong effort of many other people and groups, but I think this joint and concerted effort made a real difference.

GvV: An ongoing concern is, or should be, are we addressing the most important needs of the society we live in, or are we doing hobby projects? It’s not cut in stone that what we are doing now we should be doing in ten years’ time. We don’t aspire to be an advocacy or campaigning group ourselves and prefer to take a constructive approach. We do not want to associate ourselves with people throwing tomatoes and stones, but with people who analyse problems, find a root cause, and look at ways we could contribute to solving them.

Do you think that media scrutiny should also be applied to philanthropy because philanthropists are increasingly important players in public life?

RvdW: I think it’s inevitable and I think it’s a good thing. We experience this also given that we’re a relatively influential player in funding civil society organizations in Brussels or media and journalism organizations. We’re sometimes asked: ‘why do you do that?’ There is a feeling that there must be a hidden agenda. And it’s quite interesting that it can be hard to get the message across that the intention behind it is to strengthen due democratic process, without pushing particular private or personal interests. But you need to be crystal clear about this, and translate that principle into all aspects of how you operate. For instance, we acquire journalism organizations to protect their editorial independence contractually. We select groups based on the highest standards of journalistic integrity and method, etc.

GvV: In the end, everything we support is without self-interest and, for me, that is what philanthropy should be.

Not all philanthropists may be acting on your broad notion of the public good, they may have a more specific view of the world.

RvdW: That’s why I think it’s a good thing for journalism to try to make clear the different forms and intentions behind philanthropy.
You’ve laid the foundations of very significant philanthropy in ocean conservation and public interest journalism, you’ve become more visible, you’ve got more clarity about what you’re doing – where does that take you in the next ten years?

GvV: It’s like in investments – looking ahead one month is difficult, but ten years is impossible. But my wish is that we stay professional and relevant. Some of what we consider relevant today may also be relevant in ten years’ time, but there will be other things and there should always be room for doubt. Sometimes I wonder about our focus. We are helping combat plastic pollution which is actually one of the most important problems of the world – shouldn’t we focus on it entirely? How can we be most effective, most relevant and really translate the grants we are giving into a benefit for the world?

Do you also think about that not just in terms of where you give your money but how much you give? Do you think about spending down? Or would that prevent you from being able to deal with long-term problems?

RvdW: On the one hand, I totally agree that spending down is a very interesting way of putting your money into society, but then, it’s been so difficult for us over the last ten to 15 years to create a position where we know who we are and what we are trying to do, it seems a shame to let that die and if you are able to be relevant in the years to come, then that is a great achievement.

GvV: Maybe the needs that people have now are more important than the needs they will have in the future. It’s too philosophical to come to a conclusion.

Some see it as a question of power – you have been able to accumulate wealth and power and philanthropy is about redistributing that wealth and power to the society that enabled it in the first place?

GvV: The challenge is to keep all the interests aligned and not create a little kingdom through the foundation. Checks and balances remain important, because in the end an endowment is to be protected, invested and spent as wisely as possible. You have to build into the structure the right incentives but you are dependent on those who follow you to remain faithful to the idea.

Maybe the needs that people have now are more important than the needs they will have in the future. It’s too philosophical to come to a conclusion.